
Volcano maze
Octopus dot-to-dot
Earth word scramble
Hot air balloon colouring
page
Craft corner: paper plate
rainbow & pet rock 

Week Four: Master the
Elements!

Can youbecome amaster of theelements?

Head over to
rdpl.org/kidssrc for
more fun activities

and book
recommendations!



Find your way through the volcano maze



Connect the dots to finish the octopus



Unscramble the Earth themed words below
(answers can be found on the bottom of the next

page)

1) RTAEH

2) IDTR

3) OSRKC

4) EMAINRSL

5) DNGARE

6)LTAPN

7) ONURDG



Answers for the Earth word scramble:
1) Earth    2) Dirt    3) Rocks    4) Minerals    5) Garden    6) Plant    7) Ground

Colour the hot air balloon below!



See the instructions below to make your 
own rainbow paper plate at home.

Don't have all of the supplies? 
Pick up the Kit to Go from any branch or the Book Bike (while supplies last)

to make this craft easier!

craft

corner!

Half a paper plate
Cotton Balls (about 30)
Streamers (preferably rainbow
colours but any will work)
Glue
Scissors
String

Supplies You'll Need:

 Cut the paper plate in half.
Punch a hole in the top of the paper plate.
 Glue the cotton balls onto one side of the paper plate (do not cover the
hole)
Cut 6 pieces of streamer
Glue the streamers to the back of the paper plate
 Tie the string through the hole.
Hang your rainbow paper plate wherever you'd like!

Instructions: 
1.
2.
3.

4.
5.
6.
7.



See the instructions below to make your 
own pet rock at home.

craft

corner!

Don't have all of the supplies? 
Pick up the Kit to Go from any branch or the Book Bike (while supplies last)

to make this craft easier!

Rock
Paint
String
Googly eyes
Pieces of paper
Pipecleaners
Rock
Glue
Scissors

Supplies You'll Need:

 Go on an adventure to find your rock friend!
Paint your rock!
Add all your decorations! Give your pet some googly eyes,
some hair with the string, draw a face, or any finishing
touches you’d like!

Instructions:
1.
2.
3.


